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hand him a paper, too,* he thought, * and scoot in.
Watching for some even stouter men, he took cover between
two of them, and approached the door, with an announce-
ment of ; Counterfeits ' in hiz left hand. Handing it across
a neighbouring importance, he was quickly into a seat.
He saw the janitor's face poked round the door. e No, my
friend,' thought Michael, * if you could tell duds from
shareholders, you wouldn't be in that job ! '
He found a report before him, and holding it up, looked
at other things. The room seemed to him to have been
got by a concert-hall out of a station waiting-room. It
had a platform with a long table, behind which were seven
empty chairs, and seven inkpots, with seven quill pens
upright in them. * Quills !' thought Michael; e symbolic,
I suppose—they'll all use fountain-pens ! *
Back-centre of the platform was a door, and in front,
below it, a table, where four men were sitting, fiddling with
notebooks. * Orchestra,* thought Michael. He turned his
attention to the eight or ten rows of shareholders. They
looked what they were, but he could not tell why. Their
faces were cast in an infinity of moulds, but all had the air of
waiting for something they knew they would not get. What
sort of lives did they lead, or did their lives lead them ?
Nearly all wore moustaches. His neighbours to right and
left were the same stout shareholders between whom he had
slipped in ; they both had thick lobes to their ears, and necks
even broader than the straight broad backs of their heads.
He was a good deal impressed. Dotted here and there he
noticed a woman, or a parson. There was practically no
conversation, from which he surmised that no one knew his
neighbour. He had a feeling that a dog somewhere would
have humanised the occasion. He was musing on the colour
scheme of green picked out with chocolate and chased with
gold, when the door behind the platform was thrown open,

